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One required community meeting was held from 5:30 pm to 8:30 pm onWednesday, July
8, 2020 at the Pender County Miller’s Pond Park. This meeting was organized by Stroud
Engineering, PA to provide adjoining residents an opportunity to review the proposal, ask
questions, and voice concerns regarding the proposed conditional use rezoning. The residents
were notified by mail of the meeting concerning the proposed rezoning.

There were at least thirty adjoining residents, two Stroud Engineering, PA
representatives, the property ownership, a senior Transportation Engineer from Davenport
Engineering, and three Pender County Planners. A reporting of the attendees is attached. There
were several inquiries of Stroud Engineering in the weeks leading up to the meeting. Primary
concerns were traffic, flooding, drainage, safety, property value, visual pollution and value of
proposed homes.

The majority of the comments and concerns were from the Fall Brook Subdivision
Community residents. Their general questions (and the answers provided) follows:

Traffic :
Traffic was a primary concern, as likely increased from the proposed PD neighborhood of the
seven hundred and fifty proposed homesites. Fall Brook Lane was dedicated as a twenty wide
North Carolina Department of Transportation, NCDOT, collector road in 2008. Many of the
resident’s park alongside the street. The attending homeowners of Fall Brook were made aware
of the Pender County Collector Street Plan that emanates from their neighborhood. The concern
is that the collector connection will create a bypass around Rocky Point and cause a significant
increase in traffic? Fall Brook residents are concerned that their narrow roads will not be widened.

Another noted concern is the south bound site distance from the existing US Highway 117
overpass to the north in its relation to the main Fall Brook entrance. The traffic increase could
cause back ups leading into the existing subdivision for north bound traffic making a left into Fall
Brook Lane. There was some concern that existing wildlife would be disturbed.


















